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Descriptive Summary
Title: Marvin Shaw papers
Dates: 1954-1998
Collection Number: 1998-25
Creator/Collector: 
Extent: 1 folder
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: A copy of the issue of One Magazine containing a story by Marvin S. Shaw written under the nom-de-plume Hartsell Young. A 1998 letter of explanation from Shaw to GLBTHS accompanies the magazine.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Marvin Shaw papers. GLBT Historical Society
Scope and Content of Collection
A copy of the issue of One Magazine containing a story by Marvin S. Shaw (alternate names Marv. Shaw and Marv Shaw) written under the nom-de-plume Hartsell Young. A 1998 letter of explanation from Shaw to GLBTHS accompanies the magazine.
Indexing Terms
Journalism